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Recent advances in diffusion models and large language models have un-
derpinned a new generation of powerful and accessible tools, and some of
the most publicly visible applications are for artistic endeavour. Such tools,
however, provide little scope for deeper understanding of AI systems, while
the growing public interest in them can eclipse notice of the vibrant com-
munity of artists who have long worked with other forms of AI. We explore
the potential for AI Art – particularly work in which AI is both tool and
topic – to facilitate public AI literacies and consider how tactics developed
before the current generative AI boom have continued relevance today. We
look at the strategies of critical AI artists to scaffold public understanding of
AI and enhance legibility for non-experts. This paper also investigates how
collaborations between artists and AI researchers and designers can illumi-
nate key technical and social issues relevant to the development of AI. The
study entailed workshops between three professional artists who work with
AI and a cross-disciplinary set of academic participants. This paper reports
on these workshops and presents the intentions and strategies expressed by
the artists, as well as insights of relevance to the research community on
public AI literacies. We find that critical AI art can link underlying technical
systems to structural issues of power and facilitate experiential learning
that is situated and embodied, valuing interpretation over explanation. The
findings also demonstrate the importance of transdisciplinary conversations
around art, ethics and the political economy of AI technologies and how
these dialogues may feed into AI design processes.

CCSConcepts: •Applied computing→Media arts; •Computingmethod-
ologies→ Artificial intelligence.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Art has long offered a space for fostering new, critical perspectives
on technological development. As cultural theorists, social scien-
tists and philosophers have argued, art provides a distinct setting
to discuss new, controversial technologies, whether genetic engi-
neering or drones – art can make this technology more accessible,
relatable and friendly or, paradoxically, frightening and dangerous
[36][45][52]. In the current generation of artists workingwith AI, we
define critical AI arts as artistic practices that explore these technolo-
gies as media in their own right while adopting a stance of critique
or advocating for possible futures beyond current technological
limitations [28]. By testing the creative limits of new technologies,
and by creating public fora for discussing and interacting with them,
the arts can provide opportunities to foster greater literacies around
their promises and risks.
In this paper, we are concerned with the potential for artists

to scaffold public understanding of Artificial Intelligence (AI) in
their works. Scholars, designers and civil society organisations alike
have argued that societies must understand how to foster public
AI literacy, since public opinion in part determines how various AI
applications are accepted and ultimately implemented [58][2]. Bet-
ter critical engagement also helps users understand a technology’s
dependance on the context of its development and whether it can be
designedmore in alignment with social goals. Current approaches to
AI literacy range from mathematical forms of explicability and sta-
tistical fairness to shedding light on broader social dimensions also
shaping the design and use of these systems [69][44]. A question
this study asks of relevance to the AI community is how art might
offer alternative, novel approaches to developing public AI literacies
– and what AI developers and scientists might learn from this. We
ask how creative practice and tangible interactions with artworks
contribute to greater legibility and critical comprehension of AI pro-
cesses to address current limitations of more technical approaches
to explainability and accountability in AI systems and thereby to
wider concerns of fairness, accountability and transparency (FAccT).

This study looks at strategies of artists working with AI in the
decade before the release of tools such as Midjourney, Stable Diffu-
sion, Dall-E 2 and ChatGPT. The study entailed workshops between
three professional artists who work with AI and a cross-disciplinary
set of academic participants working in a University setting. The
three workshops, held in July and August 2020, form the first phase
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of a multi-year co-operative research enquiry carried out in collabo-
rative partnership with the artists, where the research team supports
the creative development of the artists and the artists participate in
the research. The overarching research objective was to understand
how AI can fuel significant cultural works and, conversely, how
artistic practice can enrich or inform new paradigms for legible,
inclusive and responsible AI [37]. Thus, beyond public engagement,
this paper is also interested in how collaborations between artists
and AI researchers and engineers can facilitate novel perspectives
on AI design, contribute new interpretations of terms and illuminate
key technical and social issues relevant to AI.
The guiding questions of this study were
• RQ1: What are the current intentions and strategies of the
artists towards making artificial intelligence tangible and
explicit and building critical public literacies about those
systems?

• RQ2: How might artistic experiences that foster public AI
literacies differ from current best practices in public under-
standing of AI?

• RQ3: Can knowledge-exchange between artists and AI de-
signers and researchers help to sharpen meanings and expres-
sions for artists and/or researchers, potentially facilitating
conceptual leaps or reinterpretations of certain terms?

Our key findings are:
(1) The intentions of critical AI artists include linking AI systems

to structural issues of power, presenting edifying experiences
for audiences, defamiliarising AI to cause people to think of
it in fresh ways, and raising normative questions of what
people should use AI for. [Q1]

(2) Strategies of artists to make AI tangible and explicit include
making visible design choices in the AI pipeline, exposing
gaps in training data, revealing human labour and showing
the key role of training datasets as they interact with algo-
rithms. [Q1]

(3) The arts offer an experiential approach to AI public literacies
that engages people tangibly, emotionally and cognitively by
enabling audiences to interact with an AI system or outputs,
using spectacle to draw people in before provoking discussion
and combining the aesthetic experience with wrap-around
activity to deepen engagement. [Q2]

(4) Arts practice can be further enriched by providing more ac-
cessibility to AI tools and creating multiple opportunities to
connect art to science. [Q3]

(5) AI design can be further enriched by illuminating situated
and embodied meaning, connecting work in the lab to real-
world applications and consequences, fostering critical and
poetic perspectives, valuing interpretation over explanation
and accounting for a wider range of stakeholders. [Q3]

This paper begins by reviewing a body of literature on public AI
literacy to examine how public understanding of AI has been of
academic and civic interest. Next we look at the role of AI in art –
both as subject and as a medium for artistic expression by artists
wanting to probe AI processes, concepts and public issues around
AI. We then explain the project background and methodology be-
fore offering an analysis of workshop results and final reflections

detailing the intentions and strategies expressed by the artists, as
well as insights of relevance to the research community on public
AI literacies arising through the interactions between artists, AI
developers and social science and humanities researchers. The final
section of the paper considers how strategies developed within this
critical art community during this period have equipped practition-
ers to respond to the fast paced developments in the field today,
how the findings of the workshop have been built on tangibly in AI
design and policy and their relevance to future research.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 AI Public Literacies
Human-computer interaction (HCI) and critical data studies liter-
ature have conceptualised AI literacy in a number of ways. Long
and Magerko [39] think of AI literacy as “a set of competencies that
enables individuals to critically evaluate AI technologies” as well as
use it (p. 1). Kandlhofer et al. [34] define AI literacy as the ability to
understand the basic techniques and concepts behind AI in various
applications beyond simply using them. But the notion of ‘literacy’
or ‘understanding’ by a non-expert public in these studies vary.

2.1.1 Conceptualisations of Public Understanding of AI. In some
studies, understanding AI means how accurately people generally
define it – what the term ‘Artificial Intelligence’ means to a person
[3]. Researchers have also inquired about the public’s basic com-
prehension or awareness of a technology’s prevalence in daily life
as part of popular platforms, for instance whether users are aware
that their Google search or social media newsfeed is algorithmically
controlled [72][58][1][12]. The notion can include more technical
comprehension of different pipelines of AI tasks and processes, in-
cluding the various roles humans play in designing AI systems.
Research in this area also focuses on normative understanding –
what the public thinks a technology should or should not do or
whether it is for good or ill [56][72]. To this end researchers have
asked about public opinions and responses to emerging AI technolo-
gies in specific contexts, such as autonomous vehicles [6][64][32],
biometrics [41], or facial recognition[7][72]. Ng et al [46] reported
that while there has been a dramatic increase in AI literacy publica-
tions from 2014 to 2021, AI ethics is largely neglected. Still others
have asked about the various imaginaries and metaphors people
associate with AI [26][14].
Racial justice and design justice approaches addressing the area

of FAccT (fairness, accountability and transparency) in AI call for
involving the expertise of affected and minority communities in
efforts around algorithmic transparency and governance [43][51].
This literature also stresses the importance of understanding the
broader political economic contexts of algorithmic systems and look
at “contextual and historical antecedents” explaining algorithmic
patterns, rather than focusing on accuracy of the outputs [47][4].
Here, literacy is about connecting technical systems to the broader
historical and socioeconomic power dynamics that shape them.

Studies on public AI literacy are usually distinct from what many
understand as explainable AI (XAI), a technical field that typically
focuses on bringing transparency to the technical decision-making
processes of AI systems more narrowly by making the mechanics of
a machine learning (ML) model easier to understand [8]. Morley et
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al [44] make the point that these purely mathematical approaches
to fairness can be reductive – that a more comprehensive approach
to literacy would move beyond understanding post hoc algorithmic
outputs. Therefore, while research into public understanding can
encompass comprehension of the technical workings of AI systems,
its remit is broader, including questions of people’s general aware-
ness of AI systems in various contexts as well as their opinions and
normative takes on AI applications and impacts [58].
Public literacies, according to Rader et al. [50] facilitate a more

critical approach to support "appropriate reliance, rather than blind
faith" in a system’s results; literacy can help people be aware of
different types of AI applications, especially those embedded in
well-known technologies used daily, and of their possible biases.
Others find that public understanding is core to AI’s development
and oversight: democratic citizens influence policy makers – ex-
emplified in city-wide bans on facial recognition and predictive
policies technologies – or as shareholders and consumers impacting
the governance of big corporate tech [2][58]. Mechanisms for public
AI literacy can encourage diverse communities to come together,
especially those who have been most vulnerable to experiencing
AI’s negative impacts [20][2], and it can stimulate shared under-
standings between AI experts, policy makers and the general public
around interpretations and values that should drive implementation
of AI [3]. Several studies ask whether greater understanding leads
to more or less support or shapes ideas about the governance of
AI [59][38][22]. Studies argue that both trust and understanding
can be improved when citizens are given a role in oversight and
governance of AI technologies [2] and when public values guide
their design and implementation from the start [3].

2.1.2 Current Approaches to Developing Public Understanding of
AI. Another key contribution of these studies is to explore what
mechanisms might promote public AI literacy. Scholars have shown
that literacy can be improved through giving an algorithmic system
visibility, which can be as simple as explaining that features of a
platform, like a news feed or a set of user-generated reviews, are
in fact driven by an algorithm [50][19].The MIT Moral Machine
experiment built an interactive website that asked participants to
say how they would navigate the moral dilemmas confronted by
driverless cars [6]. XAI experiments – those focused on exposing
the underlying mechanics – include ‘example-based explanations,’
which reveal examples of data from an underlying training set to ex-
plain algorithmic behaviour [11]; interactive ‘explanation interfaces’
showing the variables comprising an algorithm and their weighted
values [13]; and graphics showing how algorithms are influenced
by user-generated content, such as the ratings of others with simi-
lar profiles to you [31]. These tools focused on explanation can be
technically simple to carry out, yet XAI experiments often don’t
link AI visibility back to broader discussions around accountability,
justice and fairness.
Other studies have looked beyond these more individualised or

consumer-based approaches to public literacy. Researchers and civil
society groups have called on governments to encourage public un-
derstanding of machine learning used by public agencies by drawing
on democratic processes of algorithm impact assessments [53] and

algorithm audits [42] that make design choices and results trans-
parent to the public. Civil society organisations have also trialled
efforts towards more communal forms of understanding of AI. The
Royal Society’s Public Views on Machine Learning carried out pub-
lic workshops on AI, reaching over 15,000 people in the UK, while
the RSA’s Forum for Ethical AI designed a citizens’ jury to look at AI
in decision-making by public and private sectors [3]. Several studies
argue that public literacy around AI should be a key component
of public institutions, such as libraries and schools, calling for its
addition in secondary school and college curriculum [2][54][67].

2.1.3 Summary. As we can see, approaches to public AI literacy
range from technical methods for exposing underlying mechanics
(such as many XAI approaches) to more or less deliberative and
communal (such as citizen juries); they also range from addressing
the problem at more individual levels of experience to targeting a
structural level through educational policy and algorithmic gover-
nance. These existing studies raise important questions that have
informed our research: What are useful strategies to foster greater
literacies? Should AI literacy focus simply on awareness that AI
is part of a particular application, should it encompass how well
a person understands its underlying mechanics, or should it be an
ability to make normative judgements about a technology or to
connect it to wider political-economic structures?

To date we find that most studies assume such interventions will
be made by engineers, researchers, educators or public bodies, while
very little studies have looked at the role that art can play in public
AI literacy and how artists may contribute interventions in this
area. To this end, we turn to literature on how the arts can provide
interactive experiences for the public around AI technology.

2.2 AI + Art
Artists have worked with AI and emerging digital technologies
since at least the 1960s [63] [66]. A body of literature in cultural AI
[40] [57] looks at direct applications of AI in the creative industries
(Davies, 2020) or within the wider landscape of computational and
new media arts [68] [49]. Some scholars, such as Fry [24], point
out that AI literacy can be an issue for people deploying creative
tools that are opaque in how they operate; Bryan-Kinns et al. [9]
note, regarding AI-generated music, “only a few creative AI systems
explain what their models are doing, how they do it, and why” (p.
4). Beyond this literature about AI as artistic tool is research about
art that makes AI a topic for critical engagement [27]. In this area,
scholars ask about the role of creativity and artistic value of using
AI to generate novel artworks [16], issues of agency and authorship
[70] and the socio-political foundations of AI [73].

Researchers have also looked at strategies of AI artists to address
complex and multi-dimensional issues alongside aesthetic and tech-
nical themes when working with creative applications of AI [30].
We identify a field of critical practice – critical AI arts – in which
artists work with AI technologies and data both as medium and as
theme, both as tool and as topic. Stark and Crawford (2019) simi-
larly observe artists who used AI to craft critical literacies in their
audience, writing, “Many artists sought to provoke audiences by
defamiliarizing the opaque and proprietary nature of software tools
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commonly covered by trade secret protections and functioning as
‘black boxes’ ” [62] (p.5).

Artists who engage with AI as both tool and theme have ad-
dressed issues such as accessibility, by allowing non-technicians
to build interactive systems (Fiebrink and Cook’s Wekinator [23]);
bias, through engagement with the underlying politics of a system
(Crawford and Paglen’s ImageNet Roulette [15]) or the absences
in datasets (Mimi Onuoha’s What is Missing Is Still There [48])
and the failures of AI systems in recognising iconic African Ameri-
can women (Buolawmini’s AI, Ain’t I A Woman? [10]); labour (AI
Oracle, no:topia collective 2018); prejudice, via an interactive art-
work examining the concept of ‘normal’ and algorithmic prejudice
(Zer-Aviv’s Normalising Machine [71]), and surveillance (Elahi’s
Tracking Transience [18]).

The approaches and strategies of artists working with AI as both
tool and topic here fold into a longer lineage of artists that have
engaged in political critique [25], continuing to more contemporary
socially-engaged participatory art [5][55] and speculative design,
which uses non-functional design artefacts to stimulate critical dis-
cussion [17]. As Simoniti [60] notes, such practices are dedicated
pragmatically to impact, aligning art with social work and activism
around technology development. Such work raises questions about
how art may feed into scientific processes of design and develop-
ment and how artists and practitioners can mutually inform each
other’s practices. Tromble [65] charts the entanglements between
art practice and scientific research in AI, arguing that artists, often
steeped in the humanities, are likely to raise questions about how AI
can be beneficial, as opposed to commercially successful, and keep
technological possibilities in play. In a similar vein, with regard to
accountability, Jensen [33] observes that art can offer checks on
practitioners’ conscience and keep designers accountable.

As yet there remain few systematic reviews of current strategies in
use to develop critical public literacies through audience reception of
AI art and still very little work on how artists can gain from dialogue
with researchers, engineers and ethicists, and vice versa. Srinivasan
and Uchino [61] have stated that most academic studies on AI ethics
have not investigated the role of arts in this area, highlighting this
as a neglected area for enquiry, despite great potential. The role
of art in public literacy in AI is therefore under-examined in the
current landscape.

3 RESEARCH DESIGN
To explain the design of the workshops informing this study, it is
necessary to contextualise it as part of an ongoing project called
The New Real. The New Real is a research effort that facilitates
exchanges between the arts and AI comprising transdisciplinary
fields of applied science, engineering, design, art and social science.
A primary aim of the group is developing the area of experiential
AI, a concept first envisioned for the The New Real in 2018 and
elaborated in a preliminary internal workshop at The University
of Edinburgh in 2019. A hypothesis for the research is that art and
tangible experiences can mediate between computer code and hu-
man comprehension to overcome the limitations of explainability
and accountability in AI systems [30]. The group uses an open pro-
totyping [29] approach to broker between disciplinary viewpoints

and to engage public audiences in the research. The ambition for
the group is to support the creation of significant artistic works
and inspire new concepts and paradigms for fair and inclusive AI.
The research continues at time of publication and is currently in
its third generation of projects, including artistic commissions and
exhibitions, the development of an Experiential AI system and wide
engagement with the AI and arts communities.
As an early stage in this effort, the research team designed the

cooperative study reported in this paper to develop the research
theme and, subsequently, new bodies of artistic work informed by
the theme. The team recruited two artists, Anna Ridler (Figure 1) and
Caroline Sinders (Figure 2), through an open call in collaboration
with Ars Electronica in Linz. The principal investigator (PI) directly
invited the third artist, Jake Elwes (Figure 3), following their partic-
ipation at a workshop at ZKM in Karlsruhe. The outcome was an
open-ended commitment to work together over a period of eighteen
months to two years to develop a new body of work for the artists
and a phase of the study for the research team. The artists already
had bodies of work that used AI technologies that were discussed as
case studies in the workshop. The research team offered insight and
directions to explore that the artists might find enriching to their
practice and the works they create. The engagement with the artists
included commissioning new works to explore new dimensions of
their creative practice and develop bodies of work.

Fig. 1. Myriad (Tulips). Anna Ridler, 2018. Detail of an installation of thou-
sands of hand-labeled photographs of tulips. Image credit: Emily Grundon.

The specific objectives for the workshops were to work closely
with AI artists to understand their intentions, strategies and meth-
ods, while also creating the conditions for reciprocal exchange with
engineers and researchers. Alongside the artists, participants in the
workshops included AI engineers, social scientists and philosophers;
these had been participants in the preliminary internal workshop in
2019 or were researchers at University of Edinburgh recruited by di-
rect invitation. The project PI and a research assistant designed the
workshops to elicit and explore the artists’ intentions and strategies,
to invite semi-structured contributions from different disciplinary
perspectives and to facilitate an open dialogue between the multidis-
ciplinary group. The team developed a workshop information sheet,
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Fig. 2. Sorting Feminist Data. Caroline Sinders, 2018. A social justice art
workshop that interrogates every step of a machine learning process from a
feminist perspective. SOHO20, July 2018.

Fig. 3. Closed Loop. Jake Elwes, 2019. A film of two neural networks in-
teracting: a language captioning recurrent neural network writing what it
sees in the images generated, and a generative neural network generating
images responding to the words generated. Installation shot from Writing
the History of the Future 2019 - ZKM, Karlsruhe.

script and questions based on their knowledge and understanding
of art curation and AI research along with insights from the inter-
actions with the artists through the early stages of the collaborative
partnerships. Two workshops were held on Zoom on 21 July (one
with Jake and another with Anna and Caroline), and a third held
on Zoom a month later, on 26 August (with Anna and Jake). The
workshops were supported by interviews of the artists conducted
by the research assistant.

The team conducted the workshops online; these were recorded,
transcribed, and anonymized. Members of the research team coded
the workshop transcripts based off of themes raised by the litera-
ture review, though more codes were added as other themes arose.

The team analysed interview and workshop transcripts through a
thematic analysis approach [21], a deductive method for qualitative
data analysis that allows researchers to surface patterns from the
data while remaining open to emergent themes. The research re-
ceived approval through the ethical review process at the University
of Edinburgh, and all participants consented to the study as well as
to their direct quotes used in this paper. The artists consented to be
named in this article and also took part in the article’s writing, in
keeping with the project’s goal of including artists in all phases of
the research process. After the workshops, the artists collaborated
with The New Real on the development and presentation of new
artworks at Edinburgh International Festival and Ars Electronica as
part of a later research phase.

4 FINDINGS
The workshops shed light on the intentions and strategies of the
artists and the key issues and themes of interest to the group. Our
analysis discerned, in particular, four themes: the strategies that
artists use to illuminate AI issues, the types of public literacy partic-
ipants thought artists who work with AI might engage with, how
art that illuminates AI issues offers distinct approaches from other
efforts at public AI literacy, and how art can feed back into AI design
processes in industry and academia.

4.1 Artists Strategies Towards Public AI Literacy
In this section we detail how the artists discussed, in their own
words, ways to create experiences around AI that lead to more
public awareness or critical understanding (addressing RQ1). The
artists reported using a range of artistic techniques to create critical
understandings of AI. Some of these strategies entailed making
underlying systemsmore visible, but we also detail other approaches
artists took to connect technologies to broader political issues.

4.1.1 Making Underlying Systems Visible. All three artists talked
about strategies they use to make design choices more visible and
so expose the pipeline of AI. Caroline commented that AI art can
have “whispers of the data appearing in the outcome itself” in ways
that made the underlying processes more transparent to audiences.
By displaying the entire dataset underlying a ML system in gallery
settings, for example, Anna said that her work aimed to “open these
systems up and allow people to understand them and, once they
understand them, hopefully change.” Caroline commented that such
artwork challenges the “magic wand effect” of AI as “something
magic we don’t understand.” Caroline actively engages people in
building AI systems in a way that is visible and rewarding of their
effort. This artist deployed co-creation – working with affected
communities to build an entire ML pipeline, and so exposed these
communities to features of how these systems work. Such artwork
resonates with Caroline’s civil society efforts in consumer protection
to bring more transparency around algorithms.

4.1.2 Revealing gaps in the data. A strategy used by Jake is to add
new data to expose gaps in underlying datasets. The artist works
with Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs), and they discussed a
work of theirs that brought in additional data to an original training
dataset to create a GAN. Their additional curated dataset generated
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results that addressed a lack of diversity in the original training
data. In this instance, the artwork started public conversations that
made the technology more accessible to non-technical audiences.
By exposing these gaps and omissions, the artist hoped the project
pulled back the curtain on the human choices and biases in the
datasets that construct many ML algorithms: "datasets are often
gathered by engineers without necessarily as much of an interest in
including diversity and marginalised groups."

4.1.3 Revealing human labour. Another of Anna’s strategies is to
expose the hidden labour and materiality behind ML. Belying the
common assumption that AI is, as Jake put it, a “magic piece of
mathematics that then digests the world on its own and generates
outputs and insights on its own,” Anna has created a ML artwork
by producing the training dataset herself, a series of photographs
of tulips, as well as painstakingly labelling each data point by hand,
such that the data input becomes part of the public work along with
the ML output. Such effort, Anna says,

shows the labour that goes into something. The hand-
writing also indicates that there is this very human
aspect that people often mistake, I think, when think-
ing about the digital.

Anna also saw how her dataset decisions led to certain outcomes,
as she was “controlling the GAN output with various different con-
ditions and labels."

4.1.4 Defamiliarisation . Another approach that participants raised
was presenting AI in a new environment that can cause people
to think of it in fresh ways, exposing its taken-for-grantedness.
This technique draws on the concept of defamiliarisation [62] –
Jake talked about this tactic in a project of theirs called Cusp that
projected ML-generated imagery of birds into a natural landscape,
transplanting the digital to physical:

It led an artistic audience that were not used to these
conversations around machine learning, it got them
to discuss machine learning in a different way. And
inevitably, the conversation would lead to all sorts of
things around datasets, how training works.

4.1.5 Interactivity. AI art can be similar to public literacy projects
that require active engagement from an audience, an approach that
fits with one participant’s (participant 7) thoughts on education. As
an educator in robotics, this participant said she believes that “if
you want people to learn things, then you have to have them do
things, not just watch things.” The pedagogical role of interactivity
holds true for some of the artworks under discussion. Caroline has
designed a chatbot that can be manipulated by audiences to create
new instantiations with each interaction, and her work also engages
different audiences as co-designers to explore the design choices
throughout the pipeline of AI.

4.1.6 Linking AI systems to structural issues of power through aes-
thetics, satire, scale and speculation . Caroline compared her artwork
to a ‘trojan horse’ that drew people in first through aesthetics be-
fore provoking political discussion on social change or alternate
possibilities. Anna illustrated the tactic of scale to create this effect,
stating that an artwork does not need to be large scale or technically

complex to engage politically; it can be done with “something very
minute, very tiny to think about these wider, bigger, ethical, philo-
sophical, political questions.” Jake draws on satire to present the
GANs they create to directly confront some of the “fears that society
have” around AI capabilities. The artists also discussed the tactic of
speculation, to envision alternative or contradictory futures, draw-
ing on the speculative design field. Caroline described an example
of how a playful, speculative approach can provoke discussion on
very troubling topics, such as her Critical Design Chatbot created to
speak to people who have experienced online harassment: “The bot
also tells people it shouldn’t exist but it does to fill this void created
by platforms, which is providing victim help and care.”

4.1.7 Wrap around engagement to enrich an experiential journey.
The artists in our sample all viewed the piece itself – the artwork –
as one dimension of the process of creation and presenting work,
which also includes public lectures, discussion, writing and political
activism. Their art practice also includes other outputs and forms
of audience engagement, which provide opportunities and an en-
vironment for public literacies. In some cases, the artwork is an
avenue towards these conversations, which become the primary
loci of audiences’ critical engagement, rather than the piece itself,
according to Anna:

Thinking of how you visualise or how you talk about
algorithms that, for me, at the moment is something
that fits more into the writing and speaking part of my
practice rather than the more artifact gallery-driven
part of my practice.

The workshop in this sense gave rise to a view of AI Art as a pro-
cess rather than a thing, and an understanding that wrap-around
engagement is an important component of the artists’ practice and
the presentation of their work. Anna pointed out that her work is
durational and should be treated as a process that changes from
exhibit to exhibit rather than a finished product.

4.2 Distinctive Contributions of Artists’ Strategies
Towards Public AI Literacy

The workshops presented an opportunity to ask what the arts can
offer that other approaches to public AI literacy, such as those
discussed in the literature review, may not (RQ2). Participants also
considered the types of AI literacy art should engagewith, a question
over which there was some disagreement among both the artists
and other workshop participants.
The experiential aspect of art - already evident above - can dis-

tinguish it from other AI public literacy approaches by giving the
audience a particular role that values interpretation over explana-
tion and final answers. Anna discussed how her artworks do not
explain so much as ask audiences to complete a piece through their
own interpretations of it, as shaped by the context of the art work:
"I never really like to explain 100 percent, I like to leave, like, 10, 15,
20 percent of something that someone has to work out themselves."
The artists pointed out that art can reach wider audiences and

offer an alternate forum to other XAI or public literacy efforts to
engage audiences with technical issues that some would ordinarily
be unaware of, avoid or feel uncomfortable with. Jake described this
function as the “poetic aspect” of art to engage people first, then,
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with their attention captured, “open up the black box a bit.” Anna
said a goal was not to alienate audiences who had no experience
before with a particular technology, such as GANs.
Other participants also saw the opportunity to use experiential

and creative methods from the arts to expose the underlying me-
chanics of opaque AI systems with the intent of giving people more
agency in their interaction with them in other contexts. Jake cau-
tioned that artistic works that – deliberately or not – repeat or
amplify misrepresentations of AI techniques can generate “fear-
mongering from the public.” Rather, artistic methods can be used to
illuminate “the gaps and omissions in datasets in AI itself, but also
the constructions and human choices that give rise to it.” Participant
5, an AI engineer, agreed, saying that working with “technology
in this creative way. . . might open up people to what exactly the
technology’s doing to them and the people around them. I think
that’s the key point.” Another participant (participant 6) pointed
out that, even if an artwork can’t precisely explain how algorithms
work, it could show the key role of training datasets as they interact
with algorithms. “There’s lots of things people misattribute to AI,
and 90 percent of the problems come because of data baked in.”

In contrast, other participants saw the distinctive potential for art
to foster poetic and critical perspectives on the political economy of
AI and raise normative questions of what people should use AI for.
Participant 8, also a social scientist, felt strongly that the artist need
not reveal the inner technical operation – to explain how systems
work in a narrow operational sense – but should connect AI systems
to their broader social and political economic contexts. An artists’
role is not, she argued

So what is being created here are questions around
ethics, politics, economics, the social repercussions and
these more. . .well, less tangible but equally as impor-
tant issues. So to sum that up, I would say demystifica-
tion is the wrong word and it’s not your responsibility
to demystify anything around AI.

Participant 4, a philosopher of AI ethics, making a similar point,
highlighted the need to address a broad range of social and ethical
considerations. Specifically, she argued there is a problem with AI
literacies always focusing on the specific issue of bias in training
datasets rather than asking questions about the social valences and
applications of a technology:

It’s also important not to over-focus on issues of under-
representation and misrepresentation in the datasets.
Not that that’s not a major concern, but that focusing
on that alone can obscure some of the broader issues
around AI implementation and its interactions with
other social systems.

The participant illustrated this with the problemwith facial recog-
nition systems that, when de-biased, simply make tools that over-
police minority ethnic groups more effective. A greater technical
understanding of how to make systems less biased, in other words,
will not necessarily address what the AI actually does in the world.

These points resonated with the artists’ own interest in con-
necting technology and data to higher level questions of power
and ethics. Caroline explores how the production of a community-
produced ML system could embed feminist principles. She described

an artist workshop in which feminist literature is related to each
step of an AI pipeline as that pipeline is built, “from data collection
data training to generating a model then creating new forms of user
interface and then an output of a chatbot.” Anna’s example was a
project she created capturing iPhone autocorrects in a dictionary –
she notes that words related to sexuality, homosexuality and drugs
were most likely to be autocorrected, revealing “a lot about how
corporations think.” While the work didn’t explain how autocorrect
worked at a technical level, it documented the choices made by
Apple around what words to autocorrect, and, as she put it, that
the “kinds of decisions which ordinarily would have been taken
by academic institutions who produce dictionaries are now being
taken over by corporations.”

Participant 1, a researcher of human-algorithm interaction, pointed
out the importance of this “contextual view” of AI and how art can
show “the connections between the algorithms and the broader
social context that they work in” – for instance, showing feedback
loops of certain algorithms that reinforce social inequalities.
Anna also highlighted how her artwork connects to the natural

sciences and other themes. She talked about pushing the limits
of AI’s autonomy to better understand human consciousness and
theories of mind. Anna said she explores how natural seasons and
concepts from the natural sciences and taxonomy dictate her data
collection practices, and therefore let the digital and analogue inform
each other. Her project about tulips, she said,

...was about speculation, it was about collapse, it was
about howGANswork, it was about datasets, it was the
history of natural history, all of these different things
could be brought together in one project.

4.3 The Responsibilities of Artists
Here we consider what workshop participants thought is and isn’t
an artist’s responsibility in regard to AI literacies (RQ2).
One of the main themes discussed was the degree to which it

is or isn’t for artists to be positioned as educators. The workshop
participants agreed that art can play a pedagogic role, though there
was some nuanced understanding of how this might play out. There
was agreement among participants not to ‘instrumentalise’ art. Par-
ticipant 7 talked about the role of artistic autonomy, separate from
academic or commercial spheres: “an artist is not an educationalist.”
An artist can contribute pedagogically, but in ways that don’t under-
mine their autonomy. As Anna put it, art is not “glorified graphic
design for how ML works,” functioning at the service of one specific
edifying purpose – the aesthetic dimensions of an artwork cannot
be tied to a particular utility.
A difference, therefore, between art and other AI public literacy

approaches is that an artwork can function at the same time as an
aesthetic piece in its own right, even if it also aims to educate. The
artists who took part, for instance, mentioned other motivations for
their work, beyond edifying.
The artists in the workshop all saw their art as political, and

a sense of responsibility is integral to their practice. Jake viewed
themselves as part of a relatively small group of creators who used
ML as a tool of their practice but also to comment onML as a political
and ethical concern. Caroline positioned her work explicitly within
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traditions of social justice and human rights-driven art. Caroline
linked the ability for art to engage in explainability and legibility
of AI systems directly to a political project itself – she didn’t see a
distinction between giving greater visibility to the technical aspects
of systems and linking them to a broader political economic context.
To her, “art can totally provide solutions, be explanatory and also at
times even ridiculously pedantic.” Making AI systems legible was a
political project and part of her work as an activist.

4.4 Potential Contributions to AI Design
In this section we bring together points by the artists and other par-
ticipants concerning the ways artistic strategies could complement
or contribute to AI design (RQ3).
By its very nature, art provides a diverse range of opportunities

for real world applications that optimise creative work flows or
enhance audience experiences; these are valuable opportunities for
user-centred research and evaluation that ML designers in industry
and academia can often struggle to access. Participant 6 thought that
artworks allow a uniquely exploratory approach, moving beyond
explaining the technical “function of something” towards showing
“the degrees of freedom in how it might operate” – pointing, in
other words, to alternate possibilities within the realm of actual
affordances and constraints. As such, participants argued the art
can act as a sandpit for uncovering issues before engineers and
designers find them. For instance, Anna pointed out that GANs,
which she works with, have few other real world applications at
the time of the workshop, but could be soon adopted by the medical
community. She also reported that as an artist she is contributing
findings that are novel to science. She found that her attempts to
reduce bias in a model did not work as well as expected:

I spent all of the time being very conscious about bias
and making sure that I had a super-balanced dataset.
But what I found, even though when I did this, it
wouldn’t give me a totally kind of representative kind
of output.

Anna pointed out that this is a problem that has not yet been well
covered in the literature on GANs, or more widely among the com-
munity – “I’m finding things that aren’t in the academic paper,
that aren’t being talked about on Twitter.” Caroline described how
artworks – like her critical design chatbot – can suggest alternate
solutions that do not yet exist, and so call into question the designs
we casually use day to day.

The practices of the artists were seen to suggest ethical and in-
clusive approaches to designing AI that may not be found in typical
R&D and lab settings more driven by commercial imperatives. For
instance, Caroline’s Feminist Dataset, which used participatory de-
sign and incorporated questions about the gendered dimensions of
data at each step, slowed down the process of building with ML and
forestalled adopting, uncritically, pre-made datasets – an approach
that could help designers interrogate standard procedures.

Participant 4 pointed out that artists do not need to make techni-
cal possibilities or pitfalls more visible to practitioners, but rather the
ethical and political stakes of such choices. She cautioned that she
still encounters large portions of the engineering and design practi-
tioner community who believe social, political and moral choices

around AI happen “after their work is done, in circles that they
do not see themselves as being a part of, policy circles, regulatory
circles.” Instead, for the AI research and practitioner community, art
can contribute by

...making visible the ways in which the members of
those communities, when they design, develop, train,
build, tune AI systems, are making social, political and
moral choices, consciously or unconsciously. And mak-
ing the social, moral and political agency of AI practi-
tioners themselves more visible.

Artists can therefore expose the political dimensions of the choices
made in commercial and research contexts.

Participants felt that art does not need to have an explicitly com-
mercial or civic function, and for this reason, it can leave room for
serendipity and the unexpected. An artwork can offer, as one par-
ticipant put it, a “kind of poetry” in ways “that weren’t necessarily
explicitly coded into these models, and weren’t intended by the
sciences.” Indeed, Jake stressed that art should not be purely educa-
tional or it will be unengaging; it is necessary to delight audiences
at the same time:

If I was going purely on explainability and demystify-
ing, then it would not be engaging for 99 per cent of
people who want to engage with artwork, it’s going to
be a very cold, technical thing.

4.5 Limitations to Critical AI Art and Cautionary Notes
Finally, we detail cautionary points and limitations of the strategies
discussed, both with regards to general audiences and interactions
between artists and AI engineers. One participant (participant 8), a
social scientist, cautioned against assuming all audiences will find
such artworks accessible:

I think there needs to be a recognition of the plurality
of different audiences [...] So that’s, you know, hard
to reach groups, marginalised subsections of the pop-
ulation, as well as the audiences that would include
activists and those that are more interested, such as
practitioners.

This comment acted as a reminder that artists should not assume
a singular audience and that reaching diverse audiences may require
different tactics and contexts to present a work.
Participant 6 pointed out that many black box systems do not

need explaining in order to be experienced – “we are perfectly happy
to not understand anything about a plane and get on it.” Participant
3, a social scientist, challenged the claim that audiences need to be
demystified, as if they did not already understand.

Something we talk about in science and technology
studies which is the deficit model, the assumption that
people don’t like science because they don’t under-
stand science or they don’t know enough about science.
And often that is an assumption, it’s not based on any
kind of evidence. And assumptions are problematic.

At the same time, some participants worried that the assumption
that art could influence ML designers was overly optimistic – par-
ticipant 7 said she found art “self-contained” and didn’t understand
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how it could interact with her work as an engineer. Participant 5 said
that the themes raised by many AI artworks were too technically
simple and, while they may address public literacies, they would
not necessarily create an exchange with engineers and designers:

I worry that to some extent these kinds of demonstra-
tions might just hit a superficial aspect of algorithms
and not really go deeper because they are not asking
the right questions. They’re kind of saying, yes, there’s
bias in the data, yes, there’s immense human effort in
collecting the data and it’s something we recognise,
but at the point where we need to say, okay, what
can we take back to science, I kind of worry that this
sometimes falls short.

That same participant made the point, however, that creative and
experiential exploration of themateriality of AI is one way to deepen
discussions with ML designers. To him, problems arise when artistic
metaphor departs from the science or invents or amplifies misrep-
resentations of AI. A mistake some artists have made is relying
on metaphors of machine consciousness or dreaming, contribut-
ing to mystification specifically through using anthropomorphised
language and metaphors:

We should be careful to not give people the impression
that, you know, this is way ahead, this is where the
machines are dreaming and whatnot. And then you
are in the zone when we simply cannot even have a
current conversation with science.

5 DISCUSSION

5.1 Linking systems visibility to sociopolitical structures
Art provides opportunities for rethinking concepts and approaches
around AI literacy. The literature on AI literacies suggests four main
types of public AI literacy: 1) awareness, 2) technical understanding
3) normative assessment and 4) making critical links to broader
structures of power. From the tactics described by artists here and
the discussion with scientists and social scientists, the focus should
be mostly on 4 – the researchers participating in the workshop par-
ticularly pointed out that there is a huge risk in ML of focusing too
much on technical explainability and missing more important over-
arching issues, such as questioning whether a technology should
even exist. However, shedding light on the technical layer, through
the tactic of rendering underlying design choices visible, literacy
type 2, can offer a way to link AI systems to broader power struc-
tures. For example, a project that exposes how designers curate
datasets can link to issues of hidden labour, bias and gendered data.
Implicit in this discussion is that by illuminating power dynam-

ics and political economy, and by linking underlying the data and
models to these dimensions, audiences might start to make the kind
of normative assessments needed to design and regulate AI. This
theme of linking system’s visibility to structural issues of power –
if not explicitly than through surrounding documentation of the
artworks – cuts across the projects discussed and aligned with the
artists’ own sense of political responsibility. This linking can be seen
in the artistic tactics described: relating underlying design choices
to power; exposing labour practices; and using defamiliarisation,
satire, scale and speculation to provoke political discussion.

5.2 An experiential approach to public AI literacies
The workshops highlight how art functions quite differently from
other attempts at public AI literacy that make technical understand-
ing and interpretability of AI an explicit or sole goal. Artists can
enjoy an autonomy separate from the aims and values of educa-
tional institutions, business or government policy – a distancing
that fosters the works’ critical and poetic dimensions. Research on
experiential learning [35] has shown that artistic practice can act as
a powerful pedagogic mechanism. Creative and experiential meth-
ods, and the poetic and exploratory dimensions of artistic works,
therefore offer an effective and distinctive way to illuminate key
technical and social issues. For the audience, the tangible interac-
tions with the critical AI artworks form an integral part of their
learning journey and outcomes. From this perspective, critical AI
art has the possibility to connect statistical reasoning underlying a
piece to human intuition and creativity, and to situated and embod-
ied meaning, while valuing interpretation over explanation. Art, in
this way, is distinct from more technical approaches discussed in
the literature review – whether public XAI interfaces that expose
internal data processes or pedagogical methods aimed at teaching
lay people how to program AI.
The artists in our workshops describe strategies to inform au-

diences and aesthetically engage them at the same time through
compelling experiences. The arts have the potential, in this manner,
to increase the reach of literacies practices. One way is through
what the participants called the Trojan horse function – putting AI
technologies into contexts and using aesthetic strategies to reach
audiences who otherwise may not engage with AI literacy projects.
Critical AI art can reach people who initially respond to aesthetic
and poetic appeal, then find themselves more aware of AI systems
and their political dimensions.
Workshop participants agreed this edifying role is not all that

these artworks do. Artworks can be evaluated for their aesthetic
function, which falls outside the remit of didactic messaging. The
participants also agreed that it was not the artists’ role to spoon
feed audiences whose interpretation of a piece cannot be fixed or
foreclosed, only guided.

5.3 Enriching art and AI design practices
We conclude that arts practice can be further enriched by creating
multiple opportunities to connect art to science, and that AI design
can be enriched by the arts. We discussed the strategies of artists to
explore the poetic dimensions to AI systems, in ways that can point
to more legible, and, ultimately, more fair and responsible AI.

Scientists and engineers at the workshop were able to speculate
that art can play a role in design and development, since art can
act as a sandbox to discover particular properties of AI systems.
Artists may be less constrained by market or institutional factors
in their technical experimentations, and so they can suggest alter-
native processes to designing AI that deviate from typical design
steps and have more criticality and reflection. Our workshops also
demonstrated the importance of transdisciplinary conversations
around art, ethics and the political economy of AI technologies and
how these dialogues may feed into AI design processes.
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Beyond technical affordances, the artists link statistical reasoning
to human intuition, imagination and serendipity. Artists may use
their platform to make the political dimensions of AI more visible to
scientists and designers who would otherwise see their choices as
neutrally disconnected from broader politics and social goals. How-
ever, some AI engineers in the group still expressed feelings that the
art world remained disconnected from their work and worried that
most artworks only engage with technologies at a superficial level,
such that they wouldn’t transfer much knowledge back to engineers.
Ongoing conversations between artists and engineers facilitated by
The New Real offer one avenue to address these misgivings.

6 CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents strategies of critical AI artists as a novel con-
tribution and proposes how AI art – particularly work that uses
AI as both tool and topic – can scaffold public understanding of AI
in unique ways. The paper reports on strategies to foster greater
legibility and critical comprehension of AI processes in ways that
go beyond current limitations of more technical approaches to ex-
plainability and accountability in AI systems.
These strategies can equip practitioners to navigate emerging

opportunities and threats. At the time of the workshops, the use of
vast training datasets in machine learning was commonplace and
underpinning major advances, but the use of datasets developed by
scraping content indiscriminately from the Internet was not so wide-
spread. As a result, prominent concerns relevant in 2023, the time of
publication, did not emerge as central to the artists in the workshop
- issues including authorship, consent, accreditation, rights, fair pay
and threats to jobs for artists and creative workers. We have also
seen in recent years a greater maturity in the critical debate on
issues such as bias, more sustained efforts to address such concerns
through engineering and design, and deepened understanding of
the wider structural issues that generate these issues.

Nonetheless, the creative strategies detailed here remain relevant
to the current landscape and can be applied to newer, emerging
issues. The artists in our sample all considered a public literacies
dimension to be an integral and vital part of their artistic practice,
not something external or secondary. Moreover, in these cases, the
art not only communicates established knowledge, it also explores
possible futures beyond current technological limitations and new,
critical perspectives on technological development. The research
raises distinctions between tactics for AI literacies that could be
reflected upon by artists and other AI practitioners, social scientists
and AI ethicists generally. The workshops also provide insights into
questions about how artists and designers might engage through
ongoing conversation or collaboration around AI and offer exam-
ples of how AI engineers and designers could learn from artists, as
well as caveats about the limitations of some artworks to transfer
knowledge to the public and into other design contexts.
The New Real team has built on these findings with AI design

and policy communities. The strategies outlined above – such as
making underlying systems visible, defamiliarisation and interac-
tivity – informed the development of an Experiential AI system
and the participating artists’ works as well as collaborative work
with later cohorts of artists. The artists, for instance, developed

new artworks (The Zizi Show by Jake Elwes, Figure 4, and Mech-
anized Cacophonies by Anna Ridler and Caroline Sinders, Figure
5) presented at The New Real exhibition in 2021 at the Edinburgh
International Festival, the festival’s first AI Art event. A second
cycle of the research culminated in an exhibition at Ars Electronica
2022, and the third cycle of the research is under the title Uncanny
Machines. The artists’ strategies have been built on in a system ar-
chitecture encompassing machine learning and other computational
techniques to enable artists to collaborate with AI to make underly-
ing systems visible andmake connections to higher level dimensions
of AI. National programmes developed through The Alan Turing
Institute, the UK’s national data science and AI institute, and the
Scottish AI Alliance, an initiative of the Scottish Government, have
also built on these findings. The Turing has incorporated The New
Real to introduce an Arts and Creativity theme at the Institute; part
of this partnership is to design creative methods for XAI, leading to
wider academic uptake. The Scottish AI Alliance invested in an AI
Art commission in collaboration with The New Real to build public
literacies around responsible AI. The workshop format – gathering
together interdisciplinary scholars with artists – highlights how
conversations across and between disciplines can illuminate key
technical and social issues, and offers a template for future efforts
to explore art and AI literacies.

Fig. 4. The Zizi Show. Jake Elwes, 2021. A deepfake drag cabaret, a virtual
online stage featuring acts that have been constructed using deepfake tech-
nology, learning how to do drag by watching a diverse group of human
performers. Commissioned by The New Real. Premiered at Edinburgh Inter-
national Festival. www.newreal.cc/artworks/the-zizi-project.
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